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INTRODUCTION

Korea took her preparatory steps to introduce
nuclear power program from early 60s following the
establishment of Korea Atomic Energy Research Ins-
titute in late 50s and an invitation to bid for the
first nuclear power plant construction project was
issued in 1968 to major nuclear vendors around the
world. Since then the Korean nuclear power program
has been fast expanding through two oil crises of
70s and it is now playing a vital and important
role in Korean economy.

The first three nuclear power projects were
executed under turn-key type of contractual arran-
gements with major foreign vendor. Although there
were many difficulties,Korea Electric Power Corpo-
ration (KEPCO) put it's best efforts to cultivate
qualified manpowers, self-sufficiency of nuclear
technology and experiences of project management
through these projects. With these efforts, KEPCO
was able to change it's contracting policy from
turn-key base to non-turnkey base since the Korea
nuclear unit (KNU)85 project.

Now KEPCO has seven operating nuclear power
units, two units under construction, and two other
units in preparation for construction start.

Our experiences on project management, gained
through our past nuclear program, are briefly re-
viewed in this paper and some innovative thinkings
currently being discussed for improvements are
presented.

KEPCO's NUCLEAR PROJECT MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCES

For Korea, Importing about 80% of total ener-
gy needs from abroad and it's economic growth de-
pending vastly on export, the supply of stable and
cheap electricity is very important to ensure the
quality and price of exporting goods.

In absolute need for long term stable supply
of energy sources, Korea initiated a drastic nuclear
power is the only available power generation option
which would satisfy the cheap power cost and even-
tually contribute to freeing the nation from another

energy crisis like the ones in 70s by diversifying
primary energy dependency from oil single into nu-
clear, oil and coal, etc, even though all of them
have to be imported.

In 1986, nuclear power in Korea shared only
26.7% in installed capacity but already exceeded 503!
in total power generation.

A.Turn-key pro.iect experiences

1970s were the period of turn-key project nana-
sement for KEPCO.

A typical project organization under turn-key
arrangement is shown on Fig. 1.

Fig 1 : Turn-key project organization
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The foreign prime contractor undertook all res-
ponsibilities,i.e.,
- total project management
- design engineering
- equipment supply
- construction
- commissioning
- scheduling
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- quality control
- overall warranty of the plant performance
- arrangement of bank loans under supplier's cre-
dit.

KEPCO experienced a lot of difficulties under
turn-key type project management and some of them
are described hereunder.

- There were two separate agreements for the
supply equipments, one for the NSSS and another
for BOP, but the responsibility of overall manage-
ment belonged to the prime contractor. However it
caused a numerous project management disputes among
two major suppliers and client.

- The prime contractor who had all responsi-
bility used to refuse to allow direct involvement
of the owner's quality control and concentrated
more effort to expedite schedule than quality
control.

- The modification or delay of the reference
plant immediately affected the schedule and caused
cost escalation. Also sudden socio-economic changes
in supplying countries easily affected the project,
thereby delaying schedule and escalating cost over
which the owner could not play any role whatsoever.

- The foreign prime contractors were usually
reluctant of sending good qualified engineers to
the construction site and the solution for field
problems had to be solved by the prime contractor's
home office engineers which caused delays in co-
rrecting defficiencies.

- Conditions for technology transfer were not
defined clearly enough in the contractual document
and suppliers could easily take evasive attitude
whenever a serious request for technology transfer
arose either in engineering or manufacturing fields.
However the construction contractors were able to
improve their skill since they had to work very
close with prime contractors' field supervisors to
complete the project in time so as not to pay pe-
nalties and save reputation.

-• Suppliers were not active enough to support
equipment localization claiming extremely difficult
conditions for nuclear safety. It was found to be
very difficult to change local participation even
with such hute expenditure of project budget and
extreme efforts made under a turnkey type of pro-
ject management. The equipment localization rate
under turn-key contract is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 : Localization status under turn-key
contract

Unit : %

UNIT

KNU-1
KNU-2
KNU-3

EQUIPMENT SUPPLY

8
13
14

DESIGN ENGINEERING

Part of civi1 engin-
eering site modifi-
cation only

Based upon our turnkey project experiences, di-
sadvantages associated with such an approach may be
summarized as follows :
- difficult to enhance tlie project management capa-
bility.
- difficult to improve technical capabilities for
engineering and manufacturing.
- difficult to improve the plant quality by accommo-
dating new design concept and technique since the
plant is to be built to the reference plant.
- highly probable to have poor quality plant deli-
vered since suppliers efforts are concentrated towa-
rds schedule and cost than quality products which
may be more expensive.
- can easily provide hidden profits to the supplier.
- suppliers can easily take evasive attitude to pro-
ject supplying country's industrits only, thereby
eventually adding up the project cost arising fro»
lack of fair competition among makers. However,there
exist some beneficiary points too with turnkey type
of project management. They are discussed hereunder.
- enables the introduction of nuclear power prograa
even under limited experiences and qualified staffs.
- enables thp mobilization of capital under supp-
lier's credit for countries with poor revenues.
- easy to meet power demand since prime contractor
generally gives first priority in keeping project
schedule. This will eventually reduce indirect cost
burden caused by schedule over-run.

B.Non-turnkey project experiences

KEPCO changed it's contract approach from turn-
key base to non-turnkey base starting from KNU 15
based upon it's experiences with early turn-key base
project management.

There were several reasons for changing the
contract approach for KEPCO.

It was necessary to cut construction cost down
enough to enable stable and cheap electricity supply
in long term.

- Pressure to raise localization rate and de-
mand for satisfactory transfer of high technology,
since local industries have grown very fast.

- International nuclear market conditions turn-
ed favourable to buyers after T M accident.

- Improvement of Korea's national credit in the
international money market made KEPCO easy to draw
bank loans under its own credit. Due to the limited
domestic technology, however, the project with local
prime contractor was still impossible and foreign
architect engineer had to be hired to help KEPCO in
design engineering and procurement services area.
Figure 2 shows the project management organization
of non-turnkey project.
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Fig. 2 : Non-turnkey project organization
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KEPCO. with assistance of foreign A/E took
all responsibilities of project management from
Korea nuclear unit No. 5 construction work. The
foreign A/E. under supervision of KEPCO, borne re-
sponsibility in design engineering and procurement
assistance services only. Responsibility for the
supply of equipments/materials, quality control,
project scheduling, and performance warranty, etc.
were all borne-by KEPCO directly. The bank loan to
support construction expenditure was also arranged
by KEPCO under its own credit.

This type of project arrangement also had so-
me drawbacks as listed below.

- The project management system and techni-
ques suggested by A/E were often found to be not
suitable due to different social workhabits bet-
ween Korea and the country where the A/E belongs
to. To overcome differences of work patterns and/
or instructions, development of KEPCO's own proje-
ct management system and techniques was necessary
in many cases.

- Lack of information management system cau-
sed difficulties for effective work arrangement
and use of past experiences. Same trial and errors
experienced in the past were encountered repeti-
tively and the build-up of technical capability
was found hard to achieve.

- Even though domestic companies were able to
improve their capabilities by transfering techno-
logy from foreign A/E and working together at the
A/E's engineering offices under sub-contract arra-
ngement, the foreign A/E was still very hesitant
in transfer of essential key technologies.

- The quality and quantity of technology tran-
sfered were largely dependent on the willingness
and investment of domestic industries for manpower

training. An effective tool for project management
and wise use of technologies transfered should be
well prepared in advance.

- Localization responsibility could be exten-
ded up to certain level of total contract value by
putting compulsory provision in the main agreement,
but KEPCO experienced difficulties frequently for
localization of some items due to insufficient code
and standards within the country. Sometimes supply-
ing source had to be retransfered back to overseas
due to this reason..

- Low cost procurement policy caused equipments
supply from too many countries and was found to be
obstructive in certain cases for the enhancement of
productivity and technology accummulation.

- Application of foreign quality standard,
which do not match Korean circumstances, obstructed
early settlement of QA system in Korea. It is very
necessary to establish Korea's own national standard
and have KEPCO's clear guidelines for good quality
systems reflecting local conditions. But non-turnkey
type project management has many advantages over
turn-key type management as follows '

- Maximum localization, reflecting domestic in-
dustrial capabilities, is possible and therefore
sizable contribution to local industry development
could be easily achieved.

- Even though the foreign A/E is primarily res-
ponsible for engineering, it is possible to induce
strong participation of local firms so that chances
for technical self-reliance through transfer of
technology are greatly improved.

- Since the owner takes direct procurement res-
ponsibility, it is possible to utilize changing cir-
cumstances of international market to the maximum
benefit of owner itself thereby resulting into cost
reduction for the project.

- Since the owner takes overall responsibility
of quality control, the quality of the plant can be
improved because the owner always has to pay equal
attention to quality as well as to cost and schedule

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Based on past project management experiences,
KEPCO's approach to promote management efficiency
in each area is as follows.

A.Upgrading of project management capability

A successful promotion of nuclear project can
be expected only when the project is planned well in
advance looking into future at least 10 years ahead.

KEPCO has been pouring efforts for the build-up
of qualified discipline specialists to suit long term
nuclear program development.The basic project plan
for the new nuclear power project is to be firmed up
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at least 50 months in advance of construction work
star t .

Engineering uorks wi l l begin 30 months ahead
of construction start so that there would exist
enough gap between design and construction works.
This wi l l allow enough time for materials and equip-
ments so as not to create any constraints arising
from material shortage once after starting construe
tion work.

The costmction period is planned to be 70
months for KNU-11 from the time of reactor building
excavation star t .

Table 2: KNU-7/8 actual milestone schedule
and standard milestone schedule for
future project.

sign.

Fig.3 '. Change of contract approach

Milestone

PSAR Review
Design Engineering(GA,P&IDS,SLD)
Start Excavation
Site Preparation
Cone. & steel structure
First concrete pouring
Install equip.,cabling(Aux Bldg)
P & 1, HVAC(Containment,T/G)
Mech.S Elect, equipment, P & 1
(Aux Bldg)
Install piping & elect.(CCW)
Install Cond./FW HTRS
Install Tr. & BUS
Set NSSS
Install T/G & AUX.
Energization start-up Tr.
2ry Hydro test start
Containment Leakrate Test
Cold Hydro Test
Hot Functional Test
Fuel Loading
Performance and warranty test
Ccmmercia! Operation 1st unit

Schedule(Months)

KNU-
7/8

-5-18
-3-30

0
0-19

-15-40
15

21-67
28-69
29-67

30-64
35-59
41-63
37-39
40-64
51
60

60-65
63-66
67-70
71

71-80
80

Future
project

-16—6
-30-17
0

-10-6
- 5-34

6
13-55
13-58
25-55

15-37
27-43
27-44
31-34
33-49
45
52

50-57
55-57
58-61
62

62-70
70

The contract policy for future project will
be changed to non-turnkey with major domestic ven-
dors coupled with foreign sub-contractors as shown
in Fig. 3 to ensure maximum technology transfer
which will promote a strong foundation for techno-
logy self-sufficiency within the shortest time
frame.

Domestic companies which will participate in
the future projects are nominated by KEPCO as
follows; Korea heavy industries and Construction
Co.(KHIC) for major equipment supply, Korea Elec-
tric power Engineering Co. (KOPEC) for architect
engineering and Korea Advanced Energy Research In-
stitute (KAER1) for reactor physics and NSSS de-

KNU 5-10

Foreign
Prime cont-
ractor with
domestic
subcontrac-
tors

KNU 11-12

Domestic
Companies
with fore-
ign sub-
contrac-
tors

Future
project

100% loca-
Iization

According to the bid evaluation performed last
year, Sargent and Lundy Engineers of USA and Combus-
tion Engineering, Inc. of USA were selected as sub-
contractors for A/E and NSSS supply.

The contract with foreign A/E will include te-
chnology transfer conditions of lay-out drawings,all
basic drawings (GA, DD, LD, SLD, etc.), standard
technical specifications for procurement, related
computer programs, etc. so that domestic A/E company
can fully obtain capability to perform design engin-
eering service in future by itself.

In the project management area, .integrated pro-
ject management organization will be established to
help fast rational handling of works. And the cons-
truction project management system will be site ori-
ented with suitable authority arJ responsibilities
passed to site organization. Development of standard
project management schemes and preparation of stan-
dard work procedures which fit Korean conditions
have been started to ensure reduced construction pe-
riod without hampering nuclear safety and quality
needs.

Application of modular concept, extensive use
of automatic welding machines, larger cranes and
heavy construction equipments will help to reduce
construction duration and upgrading quality.

To ensure such improvements, KEPCO is now try-
ing to build a computer network linking all differ-
ent project disciplinary organs and functions. Mod-
ern telecommunication services including satellite
channels will be utilized to facilitate fast trans-
mittal of technical information and data across Pa-
cific Ocean.

An integrated project management information
system software is also being developed to coyer and
support various control functions such as design
control, schedule and cost control, material manage-
ment, information management, and other important
project management functions. Fig. 4 shows compu-
ter network concept being developed for future pro-
ject management use.

In addition to system establishment, various
data base build-up effort is on the way. The data
base of vast construction, operation and maintenance
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experiences of lead projects will become a great
assets for upgrading project execution capability
in future.

Fig.4 Computer network concept for future
project management
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KEPCO has recently modified its overseas
procurement procedures to give enough authorities
for economic evaluation of bids, negotiation and
signing of the purchase orders, and quality cont-
rol over factory production to overseas offices.
This will enable good quality products delivered
to construction site in time from overseas.

B.Enhancement of technological self-sufficien-
cy and localization

The localization target for nuclear power pla-
nt can be classified into two distinctive areas ;
localization of design engineering and localization
rates and expects establishment of strong founda-
tion for complete localization through KNU-11/12
project execution by changing contract approach to
«non-turnkey with local vendors coupled to fore-
ign sub-contractors type" arrangement as previous-
ly discussed.

The fundamental principles for technology
self-sufficiency and equipment localization of
KEPCO are :
- progress localization in step by step evaluating
technical and economical soundness and impacts to
domestic industries.
- localize items with high added value or strate-
gic importance

- speed-up technology transfer by hiring foreign
firms as sub-contractor to local contractors.
- develop standardized nuclear power plant so that
accumulation of technology can be facilitated throu-
gh repetitive engineering and fabrication.
- strong drive for local research and development to
support technical self-reliance.

Under these principles, major technology self-
sufficiency goals are assigned to each responsible
organization so that maximum utilization of existing
manpower and facilities would be possible through
specialization.

KAERI is responsible for NSSS design, equipment
test and evaluation technics and industrial organi-
zations like KOPEC, KHIC and KNFC are responsible
for A/E, equipment design, fabrication and construc-
tion technology development. Academic institutes
will concentrate their efforts to support those org-
anizations through basic researchs like material
development.

Table 3 shows the localization goals set for
each organization.

Table 3 : Localization goals for responsible
organizations

UNIT : %

LOCALI-
ZATION
ITEMS

NSSS
DESIGN

ARCHITECT
ENGINEE-
RING

EQUIPMENT
SUPPLY

CONSTRUC-
TION

NUC-
LEAR
FUEL

DE-
SIGN

FAB-
RICA-
TION

RESPON-
SIBLE
ORGANI-
ZATION

KAERI

KOPEC

KHIC

KHIC

KAERI

KNFC

EXISTING
CAPABILI-
TIES(KNU-
9/10 BASE)

33

46

42

90

50

GOALS

KNU-
11/12

50

70

72

100

77

100

KNU-13 &
AFTER

£ 95

£ 95

£ 95

100

100

100

C.Nuclear power plant standardization

KEPCO is now trying to develop standardized
nuclear power plant having highly safe and economic
characteristics reflecting past experiences. This
will allow nuclear energy to become the reliable
source for narrowing the gap between growing demand
and scarce supply.
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The standardization program will also be per-
formed effectively by specializing roles of rela-
ted industry organizations under same principles
set for technology self-sufficiency program.

Upon successful development of standardized
nuclear power plant, we expect not only sizable
reduction of construction cost which shares about
70S of unit power cost eventually, but also subs-
tantial decrease of construction duration from cu-
rrent 80 months average to 60 months level.

The standardization will enable repeat pro-
duction equipment, construction, and licensing
which would allow substantial saving for both time
and effort.

It would also provide better chances for sche-
dule adjustment in ordering and factory production
thereby enabling timely delivery of equipments
which is essential for successful project manage-
ment. The repeat production by standardized proce-
dures would also induce better quality both for
equipment production and construction works.

D.Review and adjustment of nuclear related
rules and regulations

Current nuclear safety rules and regulations
of Korea has been developed by mixing American
system and Japanese ones.

Only principal requirements for nuclear li-
censing are covered in Korean Atomic Energy Act at
the moment and licensing requirements of supplying
countries are generally requested to be applied
equally to the specific project being supplied.
Re1 event codes and standards like ASME codes are
not well prepared yet. Therefore KEPCO had to
prepare licensing documents which meet supplying
country's technical standards,codes,rules and re-
gulations and there exist certain discrepancies
from project to project arising from different
supply sources.

Problem of duplicated inspection required un-
der supplying country requirements as well as
Korean rules and regulations have been frequently
encountered. This situation caused added burden.

Therefore, we are reviewing now relevent rules,
regulations, and codes and standards to adjust tho-
se licensing requirements to Korean environments
reflecting our experiences gained so far.

The success of these works will also contri-
bute for speedy standardization of nuclear plant,
effective and simplified licensing of nuclear pro-
jects and promotion of domestic nuclear industry
capabiIities.To this direction efforts for the re-
vision of existing laws and regulations are being
concentrated.

For example, the Atomic Energy Act has been
revised to upgrade the level of Atomic Energy

Commission. The Commission which used to be chaired
by the minister of Science and Technology is now to
bo chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister who also
huads the nation's Economic Planning Board.

This rearrangement of AEC would ensure effecti-
ve coordination among different ministers and enhan-
ce Commission's authority in strong enforcement of
nuclear policies.

SUMMARY

KEPCO has been develop IHR nuclear power steadi-
ly over last 30 years to support effective economic
growth of the nation with cheap electric power.
In the course of development, KEPCO has experienced
various project management patterns diverging from
turn-key contracts with foreign vendors to non-turn-
key with local affiliates.

Each project had its own problems, Implementing
a nuclear power project will be a certain challenge
to anyone. There's no king's road for the nuclear
project management.

To cultivate own project management capabili-
ties, one has to pay continuous efforts for better
management systems development and manpower training.

Achieving maximum localization without haaper-
ing project success would be another extreme diffi-
culty for any developing countries initiating new
nuclear power project.

KEPCO is ready to share its priceless experien-
ces gained over last three decades of nuclear proje-
ct operation with any developing nation.
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